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Hybrid systems are dynamical systems that include both continuous and discrete
changes. Various models from various elds can be modeled as hybrid systems.
Some hybrid systems involve a large or innite number of discrete changes within
an innitesimal-width region of phase space, called sliding surface. Systems with slid-
ing mode are typical examples of such hybrid systems. It is dicult to analyze such
hybrid systems through ordinary simulation, since the time required for simulation
increases in proportion to the number of discrete changes.
In this research, I propose a method to symbolically analyze such models involving
numerous discrete changes by detecting loops and checking loop invariants of the
model's behavior. The method handles parameterized hybrid systems and checks
inclusion of parameterized states focusing on the values of a switching function that
dominate the dynamics of sliding mode. I implemented the main part of the method
in our symbolic hybrid system simulator HyLaGI, and conducted analysis of example
models. The results shows that loop detection based on inclusion of parameterized
states can be useful for verication of the specications.
For some models, the proposed method requires the original models to be abstructed
correctly, although the generation of a properly abstracted model itself is not triv-
ial. In this paper, I will discuss the eectiveness and limitation of the automatic
abstraction method that is proposed in previous research.
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? 2.3 ???????????????????????????
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2.3.1 HydLa ??????????
???HydLa ?????????????????? bouncing particle ?????
?????
? 2.4 ??HydLa ??? bouncing ball ???????????
1 INIT <=> x = 10 & x' = 0.
2 FALL <=> [](x'' = -10).
3 BOUNCE <=> [](x- = 0 => x' = -(4/5) * x'-).
4
5 INIT, FALL << BOUNCE.
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IP (Interval Phase) ??????
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??????????????????S1(X)  0  S2(X) ???????? 1 ?
????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????? HydLa ???????????? 4.1 ????????
?????????? x = 100 ???????????????????????
100  eps  x  100 ^ x0 = 0 ????????????
4.1.1 ????????
??? ? 4.1 ????????????????INIT ?????? x ??? x' ??
??????????????x' ????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????EPS ????? eps ?
??????????S ?????? s1?s2 ???????????SW CONST, SW ON,
SW OFF ?????????????????????? sw ????????????
?? s1 = 0 ???????????????sw = 1 ?????????? s2 = 0 ??
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?????????????sw = 0 ??????????????????ACC ??sw
???????????????????????sw = 0 ????x'' = 0???????
sw = 1 ????x'' =  50???????????????STOP ????? 0 ????
????????????????????????????
1 INIT <=> x = 0 /\ 0 < x' < 80 /\ sw = 0.
2 EPS <=> eps = 0.1 /\ [](eps' = 0).
3 S <=> [](s1 = x' + x - 100 - eps /\
4 s2 = x' + x - 100).
5 SW_CONST <=> [](sw' = 0).
6 SW_ON <=> [](s1- = 0 /\ s1'- >= 0 => sw = 1 - sw-).
7 SW_OFF <=> [](s2- = 0 /\ s2'- <= 0 => sw = 1 - sw-).
8 ACC <=> [](x'' = -50 * sw).
9 STOP <=> [](x' = 0 => x'' = 0).
10
11 INIT, SW_CONST << (SW_ON, SW_OFF), ACC << STOP, S, EPS.
? 4.1 ?????????????????????????? HydLa ?????
???????????????????????????? p 2 (0; 80) ?????
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50  35p2 No
(50  35p2; 80) Yes
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???? 0 < x0  50   35p2 ???????????????? ON ??????




?????????? ON ????????? s1 ???????????? 4.2 ??
??????ps1 2 (( 101 + 21=2  70)) 1=2; ( 41)=2) ????s1 ????????
???? 4.2 ??HyLaGI ??????????????????
? 4.2 1 ????? 2 ??????????????????????? s1 ??? s1' ??
variable rst braking second braking
s1 0 0
s10 ps1 + 201=2 50 
p
10401 + 4ps1(101 + ps1)=2
? 4.2 ???????????????
? 4.2 ?????Phase 1 ??????????????????????????
?????????Phase 2??s1 = 0 ???????????? ON ????Phase
3?????????????????????Phase 4????? s2 = 0 ???????
????? OFF ????Phase 5?????????????????Phase 12????
Phase 3 ????????Phase 12 ???????? Phase 3 ???????????
????????
???????????????? (0; 80) ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???? 4.3 ??????? ON ??????????????????????? 80
?????
? 4.3 ???s1 ? s2 ?????????????????????1 ??? 2 ???
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? 4.3 ??? x0(0) = 80 ??????????????
variable rst braking second braking
s1 0 0
s2 1/2 1=2
s10 80 50  5p38
s20 80 50  5p38
x 41/2 (101 + 10
p
38)=2
x0 80 50  5p38
????????????s1 ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????




??????????????????????????? x0 = 0 ???????
??? F (X) :=  x0; g := 0 ????????????????F (X) = g , x0 = 0




???????????? x ??????? x0 ?????????????x0 ???
?????  (eps) ???????????????????????????????
F (X) ???????? k 2 R+ ?????????????????????????
???? x0 = 0 ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
x+ x0   100    0  x+ x0   100 ^ x0 = 0) 100    x  100 ^ x0 = 0
x+ x0   100    0  x+ x0   100 ??? x0 = 0 ?? 100    x  100 ????
??????100    x  100 ^ x0 = 0 ?????????????????????
????????








? 4.4 ? HydLa ?????????x ??? y ??????????r ?????
??????????r = 5?????????????? eps ?????eps = 0:1 ?
???INIT ??????????????????CONSTANTS ?????r?eps??
????????S ?????? s1 ??? s2 ?????????????S1(x; y) =
x2 + y2   (r + eps)2?S2(x; y) = x2 + y2   r2 ???????????S1(x; y) = 0 ?
S2(x; y) = 0 ????????????????XCONST ??? YCONST ???? x ?
?? y ????? 0 ??????????????????????????????
REFLECT 1 ??? REFLECT 2 ??????????????????????????
?????????
HyLaGI ???????????????????? 2 ?????????????
????? 4.4 ?????????????????????????????x, y ??
????????????????????????????????????????
???s1, s2 ??????????????2 ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????s1 ? s2 ????
????????????????????????????????????????
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1 INIT <=> x = 0 /\ y = r + eps / 2 /\ x' = 1 /\ y' = -1.
2 CONSTANTS <=> [](r = 5) /\ eps = 0.1 /\ [](eps' = 0).
3 S <=> [](s1 = x^2 + y^2 - (r+eps)^2 /\ s2 = x^2 + y^2 - r^2).
4 XCONST <=> [](x'' = 0).
5 YCONST <=> [](y'' = 0).
6 REFLECT_1 <=> [](s1- = 0 =>
7 x' = x'- - 2*(x'- * x- + y'- * y-) / (r+eps)^2 * x- /\
8 y' = y'- - 2*(x'- * x- + y'- * y-) / (r+eps)^2 * y-).
9 REFLECT_2 <=> [](s2- = 0 =>
10 x' = x'- - 2*(x'- * x- + y'- * y-) / r^2 * x- /\
11 y' = y'- - 2*(x'- * x- + y'- * y-) / r^2 * y-).
12
13 INIT, (XCONST, YCONST) << (REFLECT_1, REFLECT_2) << S,
CONSTANTS.
? 4.4 ?????????? HydLa ?????
????
4.3 ???? 2 ???????????
???????? [10] ???????????????????2 ????????





? 4.5 ???????? HydLa ??????????? x1 ??? x2 ??2 ???
????????????? tt ?????????????????????????
??????????? 1 ????INIT ??2 ??????????????????
?????TIMER ??????? tt ????????????? 1 ????????
? 4? ?? 22
? 4.4 ???????????????????????
variable rst inner reection second inner reection
s1  101=100  101=100
s2 0 0
s10  97991=2  1=10  97991=2  1=10
s20  97991=2  1=10  97991=2  1=10
x (101  97991=2)
 1=40
(1039379931=2  525301 + 1055803 97991=2
+ 98393897  106071=2  48954599)
 1=2080800000
x0 (201 + 101 97991=2)
 1=10000
(10141798597 + 1039379931=2  2050401
+ 106071=2  5045919499
  97991=2  4121103) 1=520200000000
y (101 + 97991=2) 1=40 (106071=248954599+1039379931=2525301
+ 98393897  97991=2  1055803)
 1=2080800000
y0 (101 97991=2   201)
 1=10000
(106071=2  5045919499  10141798597
  1039379931=2  2050401  97991=2
 4121103) 1=520200000000
????S ?????? s1?s2 ????????????s2 ??2 ????????
???????s2 = 0 ????????????????s1 ? s2 ?? eps ????
?????????FORCE(x) ?????????????? x ??????? 2 ??
????????????????????????(1) tt- ? 1 ??????(2) tt-
? 1 ?? 3.5 ??????(3) tt- ? 3.5 ?????? 3 ?????????????
???CONSTV(x) ????? x ? 2 ?????? 0 ????????????????
COLLISION ??2 ?????????????????s2- = 0 ??????????
?????????????EPS ????? eps ?????????????????
? eps ? 0 ????? 0.01 ????????????eps ?????????? 2 ?
????????????
????????????????????1 ??? 2 ??????????????
???? 4.5 ????????????????????????????????s1,
? 4? ?? 23
1 INIT <=> x1 = 0 /\ x2 = 1 + eps /\ x1' = 0 /\ x2' = 0.
2 TIMER <=> tt = 0 /\ [](tt' = 1).
3 S <=> [](s1 = x2 - x1 - 1 - eps /\ s2 = x2 - x1 - 1).
4 FORCE(x) <=> [](tt- < 1 => x'' = 0)
5 /\ [](1 <= tt- < 3.5 => x'' = 1)
6 /\ [](tt- >= 3.5 => x'' = 0).
7 CONSTV(x) <=> [](x'' = 0).
8 COLLISION <=> [](s2- = 0 => x1' = x2'- /\ x2' = x1'-).
9 EPS <=> 0 < eps < 0.01 /\ [](eps' = 0).
10
11 INIT, S, EPS, TIMER,
12 (FORCE(x1), CONSTV(x2)) << COLLISION.
? 4.5 ???? 2 ???????????? HydLa ?????





2eps] (8eps 2 [0; 0:01] ( 0:5t(t 
p
2eps)  eps  0






???????????tt-  3:5????????????????????? 4.5 ?
???????s1 ??? s2???????????????????????????
??????? 2 ????????????? s2'' = s1'' = x2'' x1'' = 1 ????
???????????????????????? 4.5 ???tt ??? 2p2eps ???
????????????????????? F (X) := tt ??? g := 3:5 ?????
?????? F (X)?????? g ???????? F (X)  g^LoopInvariant(X))
tt-  3:5 ?????????????
????x2  x1  1  eps??????????????????????????
? 2 ?????????????? 1 ?????????????????????s1
???????? s1 = x2  x1  1  eps  0 ??????????????????
? 4? ?? 24
??????????????????
? 4.5 ??????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????Daikon [16] ???????????Daikon
??C ? Java ???????????????????????????????
?likely invariants????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? likely invariants ????
????Daikon ??????????? False Negative ? False Positive ?????
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